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The Project
• Original house 1950s – two up, two down
• 1990 extension which more than doubled the house size
• 1950s original was uninsulated cavity wall with suspended
timber floor
• 1990 extension was insulated cavity wall with solid concrete
floor

The house as it was

The Project
• House had been refurbished in 1990, but to a very poor
standard
• Absolutely no maintenance had been done since then
• Therefore house in a poor state thermally
• double glazed windows had “blown”
• Frames had rotted
• Windows were badly fitted
• Kitchen was wearing out
• Etc

Drivers
• Warm and comfortable house
• Reduce energy consumption and carbon footprint
• Re-use as much as we could rather than consume more by buying
new
• Need and desire to use “eco” and natural products with as few
chemicals as possible (eg no formaldehyde)
• Beautiful house
• Future proofing of house for eg when in wheelchairs

Process we went through
• Took lots of advice (eg Urbed, Green Building Store, Carbon Co-op) in
order to try and clarify exactly where we wanted to go
• Attended lots of shows (Grand Designs, sustainable building, etc)
• Attended a number of “open houses” (Carbon Co-op and others)
• Eventually we had a clear idea of what we wanted – but this took a
LOOOOOONNNNNGG time
• Started looking into a retrofit in May 2016…

Decisions we made
• We employed an architect, but not a specialist in sustainable retrofit
(this was not for the wont of trying)
• We made a number of positive decisions (ie not primarily finance
based) on things we would or would not do.
• These included NOT having
• external or internal wall insulation
• MVHR

• We went with a main contractor who was not a specialist in
sustainable retrofit (again not for the wont of trying)

Main elements of the project
• We had already had a new fully insulated roof, 3.75kW of solar PV
and a wood burning stove installed
• We have now had:
• New windows and doors throughout (Green Building Store)
• Back wall of house more or less removed and replaced with bi-fold doors into
a new “orangery” with sliding doors and a glass roof
• Timber floor replaced with an insulated (and hopefully mouse proof!)
concrete floor
• Cavity walls filled (and internal wall with cavity filled)
• Small porch extension and full insulation of porch
• As much insulation as we could get in everywhere.
• New hand built kitchen and A++ rated appliances

Main elements of the project
• Moving of main bedroom from front of house to back of house
• Moving of ensuite from back of house to front of house
• Refurbishment of three bathrooms
• Complete rewire
• Complete re-plumb
• Complete re-plaster
Did not intend any of the last three, but they were an inevitable consequence of
the retrofit…

Things we learnt during the process
• Builders and other trades will do what the building regulations tell them to
as a matter of course
• Getting them to do anything different or beyond that is practically impossible!

• Standard builders and other trades have NO concept of the importance of
insulation, and in particular of avoiding thermal bridges and ensuring
proper seals.
• It is almost impossible to stop them dropping mortar into the cavities for example

• All trades HATE re-using or recycling anything. They always want to throw
the lot away and buy new. It is quicker and easier for them and therefore
(sadly) cheaper for you.
• It is a constant battle to get them to re-use anything

• They are not good with anything innovative or new technologies – they like
to do what they know how to do (and WILL NOT read instructions)

Things we learnt during the process
• Almost without exception, no matter what time limit anyone says they will do something
in, it will not happen then or even close to it.
• This is true of “professionals” – architects, surveyors, etc. or “trades” – builders, electricians, etc.

• Having multiple contractors (eg one for the building, one for the windows, one for the
“orangery”) is “challenging”.
• But if you want particular products and particular high spec products you have to face those
challenges

• No matter how carefully you say things and no matter how clear the plans are there will
be multiple mis-understandings and contractors not following instructions – particularly
if it is not something they are used to doing.
• You have to be prepared to deal with these

• Every trade complains about the trade before it!
• The order of work at all times has seemed completely illogical to us – they always
seemed to be undoing their own work!

Things we learnt during the process
• Builders and contractors are no respecters of gardens

Things we learnt during the process

•Think carefully about access….

Things we already knew but we found to be
SO true
• It will take a LOT longer than you think or the estimates say
• Our contractor said 13-17 weeks. We started at the end of March and will
move back in (unfinished) on 23rd October

• It will cost more than you think or the quotes say (no matter how
carefully you have budgeted)
• Expect the unexpected – in retrofits all sorts of things crawl out of the
woodwork
• For example, we discovered that the entire roof was resting on two wooden
pillars which rested on the first floor floorboards underneath which was….

nothing

Things we knew already but we found to be
SO true

•There will be mess

LOTS of it

Things we knew already but we found to be
SO true

•You will not get everything right!

Things could be worse…
• This thankfully is not our house but a house in Sale..
• It was a cellar conversion
The builder declared himself bankrupt the following day

Best things we have done
• Green Building Store windows and doors
• “Orangery” – though that has not been without problems!
• Extra insulation everywhere – house is so much warmer even with no
one living there
• Movement of bedroom and ensuite
• New kitchen
• Whole house is just better arranged now

Top Tips
• Know the building regulations – that will be what they do, so anything else
you have to fight hard for
• Move out if you can and can afford it (we would not have been able to stay
in the house no matter what) but be very close as you will constantly be
called round about things and need to constantly check on things
• No matter how carefully you have specified things you will not get exactly
what you want. The retrofit process forces some compromises on you.
• The process is completely exhausting
• Do not expect to do anything else at all with your life from the moment
you start asking for estimates until the process is complete.

Thanks
Any Questions?

Some pictures of the
house as it is now

